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The United States entered these Wars for various reasons, for instance, the safety of citizens, equality, to show
to the world the powerful nation America had become, and to keep democracy alive War and conflicts are
moments of rupture that open the possibility for change. There are many comparable time periods that
medicine was needed and was used. Although the war might have seemed focused on freeing Cuba from Spain
and gaining independence for Cuba and the Philippines, it was actually stimulated by nationalism and
commercialism. Soon Spain no longer held its position as one of the strongest and more powerful colonized
nations in the world. Cortes thought that the best way to weaken the Aztecs were to befriend the groups that
they oppressed. These firms pressed Congress and McKinley to seek an end to the revolt. It was believed that
opening up markets overseas would relieve a lot of the problems that the United States was having in its
depression. Since the development of organized city-states, warfare has been used to settle disputes, including
disagreements over land, resources, and religious beliefs. An example of this is when three-thousand
Americans volunteered to help in the civil war that Spain experienced ridding the country of their dictator
Franco Countrystudies. The immediate cause of the Spanish-American war was the sinking of the U. You
proved your worthiness and dedication when you made life-risking decisions on the battlefield for the Spanish
American War. Long story short, the Nationalists continued to capture much of Spain over the course of the
years. Spain would not give Cubans their independence. The United States has been to war countless times
with the ultimate goal of freedom and liberty, but typically Americans do not see the other side of actions and
decisions made by their government and armed forces from over a century ago. The Empire was met with
strong resistance by rebel fighters from each nation, influencing a greater event known as the Spanish
American War. In the course of the war the U. It was understood that neither nation would attack a country
whose future monarchy could be tied to theirs. As a result of the Spanish-American war the United States
emerged as a world power. But, really there was something wrong with the engine which lead to the big
explosion Eleven days after the Cuban autonomous government took power, a small riot erupted in Havana.
Between the Civil War and the present the United States has fought numerous wars for its own benefit, or to
help its allies. Puerto Rico became a U. Their press exaggerated what was happening and how the Spanish
were treating the Cuban prisoners. This new craze in the industry using melodrama, hyperbole, and inspiring
war oriented ideas became known as yellow journalism and captivated readers not only encouraging them in
promoting war but keeping them up to date with the issues going along with it. This war was a pretext for the
Philippines War. He had a passion for natural history and travel, which accompanied him throughout his entire
life SparkNotes Editors The war began in the Cuban struggle for independence from Spain, which began in
February  Continued recessions, including the Panic of , convinced some influential Americans to believe that
the key to avoiding future economic contractions lay in acquiring overseas markets. Even though the Spanish
American war was a short war, it had many of very useful world-changing outcomes. Neither the president of
the United States, nor his cabinet, nor the the queen of Spain, nor her ministers wanted the war wanted the
war. Spain had a deep distaste for America, at the time, for sympathizing with the Cubans wish for
independence, so a war was launched between the two countries. S has taken national security very seriously
ever since we have become a nation. The needed for Natural resources forced the U. This was an immensely
popular war with the American people, for the first time men from north and south fought side by side for a
common cause. The war has left a lasting effect of both countries involved, the United States and Spain.


